Our Work

**Planta magazine**
Platform for those who interested in journalism to nurture their skills and an opportunity to share scientific knowledge among community to gain better interest in academics.
Invited lectures
Session 1 – (Lichenology).
By Dr. Gothamie Weerakoon from Natural History Museum
London, United Kingdom
Competition
1. Design and Win t-shirt design contest
Competitions
2. Online Photo Quiz on Faculty day 2021

PHOTO QUIZ
Organized by Botanical Society
ON
FACULTY DAY 2021

WIN!!!
RELOADS
1st place - 1000/=  
2nd place - 750/=  
3rd place - 500/=  
AND 10 CONSOLATION PRIZES!!!!

CONTACT - Dampal (0769816805)  
- Bimali (0717499371)

Time of the session will be noticed soon!!!!!!!
Youth Conference On Climate Change in Partnership With COY16 and Under the guidance of Dr. Sunanda Kodikara

Your Voice Matters!
Are you a youth from Ruhuna?
Do you want to elevate your voice on international climate action?
Join us and contribute to the COY 16 Sri Lanka Statement of Youth!

Time: 10.00 A.M
Date: 12th of September 2021
Platform: Zoom
Inspiring students to focus on research
Exhibiting past research work by students on the department premises
BOTSOC’S Flagship event

Quiz master competition 2020

Dr. Sunanda Kodikara
Founder & Moderator of the Quiz master program

Live event successfully conducted with 10 finalists
Landscape concept development to implement in University of Ruhuna premises

By Group 01
Multidisciplinary experimental Research Approach for innovations: A business perspective

Invited lecture by Dr. Pathmasiri Ranasinghe
Former deputy director
Industrial Technology Institute
Malabe